We provide a simple proof (and mild improvement) of There is another case which is better handled by Schnol's result, namely where V -» °o at 00 with V bounded below (generalized harmonic oscillator) and our goal in this note is to use the methods of the recent papers just quoted to obtain Schnol's results for this case.
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ABSTRACT.
We provide a simple proof (and mild improvement) of Schnol's result that L eigenfunctions of -A, + V are 0(exp(-ar)) for any a > 0 whenever V -ooas r -do.
Despite a rather large literature (reviewed in [6] ) on the exponential (e.g. V, e L"/2(R* ) will do if n>3\ see e.g. [7] ). Let H = -A + V defined It is easy to write down an explicit kernel for it and see that: Remark. Depending on how fast V goes to infinity we expect ip to obey exp(-x ) bounds for a > 1. We hope to return to this question in a future publication.
